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Recently issued scam alerts
"Gowmans" and the website "www gowmans co uk"
29 May 2020 - The website "www gowmansco uk" is operating, which claims to be for a firm of solicitors called "Gowmans"
[/consumers/scam-alerts/2020/may/gowmans/]

Correspondence from "AMG Wills and Probate LLP"
27 May 2020 - Correspondence has been sent, claiming to be from "AMG Wills & Probate LLP," in relation to a supposedly unclaimed
inheritance. [/consumers/scam-alerts/2020/may/amg-wills-probate-llp/]

"Adam Thompson Solicitors" and the website "www
adamthompsonsolicitors co uk"
22 May 2020 - The website "www adamthompsonsolicitorsco uk" is operating, which claims to be for a firm of solicitors called "Adam
Thompson Solicitors" based in London [/consumers/scam-alerts/2020/may/adam-thompson-solicitors/]

"Anderson & Co Solicitors" and the website "www
andersonandcosolicitor co uk"
22 May 2020 - The website "www andersonandcosolicitor co uk" is operating, which claims to be for a firm of solicitors called "Anderson &
Co Solicitors" based in London [/consumers/scam-alerts/2020/may/anderson-co-solicitors/]

"Gareth Taylor Solicitors" and the website "www
garethtaylorsolicitors co uk"
22 May 2020 - The website "www garethtaylorsolicitorsco uk" is operating, which claims to be for a firm of solicitors called "Gareth Taylor
Solicitors" based in London [/consumers/scam-alerts/2020/may/gareth-taylor-solicitors/]

The website "www hangolaw co uk" and "Hango LLP"
22 May 2020 - The website "www hangolaw co uk" is operating, falsely claiming to be the website for a firm of solicitors called "Hango
LLP " [/consumers/scam-alerts/2020/may/hango-llp/]

The website "www richardchapmanllp com" and "Richard Chapman
LLP"
21 May 2020 - The website "www richardchapmanllp com" is operating, falsely claiming to be the website for a firm of solicitors called
"Richard Chapman LLP" [/consumers/scam-alerts/2020/may/richard-chapman-llp/]

Emails misusing the name and details of Deloitte LLP and Michael
Castle
20 May 2020 - Emails to creditors of a company from "info@deloitteuk.com", falsely claiming to be from "Michael Castle" of Deloitte
LLP. [/consumers/scam-alerts/2020/may/deloitte-llp-michael-castle/]

Correspondence misusing the name Winckworth Sherwood; and the
website "www swlaws co uk"
18 May 2020 - Correspondence sent misusing the name Winckworth Sherwood, and the website "www swlawsco uk" falsely claiming to be
the website of a genuine firm [/consumers/scam-alerts/2020/may/winckworth-sherwood/]

Unsolicited telephone calls claiming to be from "KT Construction

Law"
15 May 2020 - A member of the public has received unsolicited telephone calls claiming to be from "KT Construction Law".
[/consumers/scam-alerts/2020/may/kt-construction-law/]
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